EN the preceding paper we described a method for reducing spatial redundancy in body surface potential maps which provided a data compression of 16 to 1 while maintaining accuracy of map representation. In this report we present a method for reducing temporal redundancy in map data and obtain an additional data compression of about 20 to 1 while still accurately representing the original map data. Methods for temporal compression of ECG and VCG data have been reported previously (Cox et aL, 1968; Halliday, 1973; Ahmed et al, 1975; Womble et aL, 1977). Of the methods applied by these investigators, those based on the discrete Karhunen-Loeve expansion (K-L) provided superior results when accurate reconstructed waveform appearance was required. Methods for temporal data compression have not been applied previously to the massive quantities of data contained in body surface potential maps. We have applied the K-L expansion to obtain temporal data compression of the already spatially reduced map data and have
EN the preceding paper we described a method for reducing spatial redundancy in body surface potential maps which provided a data compression of 16 to 1 while maintaining accuracy of map representation. In this report we present a method for reducing temporal redundancy in map data and obtain an additional data compression of about 20 to 1 while still accurately representing the original map data. Methods for temporal compression of ECG and VCG data have been reported previously (Cox et aL, 1968; Halliday, 1973; Ahmed et al, 1975; Womble et aL, 1977) . Of the methods applied by these investigators, those based on the discrete Karhunen-Loeve expansion (K-L) provided superior results when accurate reconstructed waveform appearance was required. Methods for temporal data compression have not been applied previously to the massive quantities of data contained in body surface potential maps. We have applied the K-L expansion to obtain temporal data compression of the already spatially reduced map data and have achieved an overall data compression of about 320 to 1 while retaining accurate representation of the original map features.
Methods
The map data used were the same as in the preceding paper, that is, 192 lead maps from 221 subjects consisting of 124 normals, 76 with old myocardial infarction, 5 with ventricular hypertrophy, and 16 with intraventricular conduction defects. In addition, 192 lead maps on 34 subjects were used for testing data. These test maps were obtained from 8 normal subjects, 15 patients with myocardial infarction {recent and old), 7 patients with conduction defects, and 4 patients with ventricular hypertrophy. Ages ranged from 23 to 57 years old. The map data were spatially compressed using the methods described in the preceding paper.
The K-L expansion was implemented as follows to obtain a method for temporal data compression. A discrete random process may be represented as linear combinations of orthonormal basis functions as: P = 2 flr.
where P is an M dimensional sample vector of the process, N is the number of basis functions used, y\ VOL. 49, No. 1, JULY 1981 is the I th basis vector, and # are random coefficients calculated from:
(2) Several methods exist for selecting the basis {y}. The basis may be polynomials or other functions such as sinusoids in the case of Fourier analysis. Ahmed et al. (1975) have considered Haar transforms where the basis functions are sampled rectangular waves and the discrete cosine transform where the basis functions are sampled sinusoids. For random processes the optimal ordered basis is given by the K-L expansion. The basis is optimal in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error of representation when N < M and in the sense of minimizing the non-represented information as compared with any other choice of basis functions or ordering (Chen, 1973) . The main reason for considering suboptimal compression methods is that K-L requires the solution of a M X M eigenvalueeignevector problem which is very time consuming even on a large computer. However, the M X M problem only needs to be solved once to obtain the optimal basis. The data compression is then accomplished via simple scalar products (Eq. 2). These optimal basis functions are normalized eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the process and are optimally ordered according to eigenvalue.
The spatial compression of map data reported in the preceding paper resulted in 12 coefficient waveforms which accurately represented the QRST map:
where P(k) is the original map frame at time k, a,(k) is the coefficient of spatial basis function <fr at time k.
Considering each a,(k), for all k, to be a sample vector of a discrete random process, then each vector a; may be represented as:
where /?ij are random coefficients of the orthonormal temporal basis functions yj, given by:
N is the number of basis functions used, and M is the dimension of oti and yj. The K-L expansion was implemented to provide an optimal temporal representation in the following way. Time reference points at onset of QRS, end of QRS, and end of T were chosen manually from a plot of spatial rms voltage vs. time for each map. On all maps used, these three times were easily selected by this method. Each as(k) was time normalized to 300 samples between start of QRS and end of T using piecewise quadratic interpolation. where XWJ was the j** 1 sample of the k" 1 time-normalized waveform (or a) and n, was the j 1 * sample of the mean waveform, for all samples i and j from 1, M = 300.
The eigenvalue-eigenvector computations were done by the power method (Conte and deBoor, 1972) . It has been shown that this method converges to the eigenvector yi with the largest magnitude eigenvalue |Ai|. This method is time consuming but gives the optimal ordering of basis functions required by K-L that is |Ai|>|A2|-••>|AN|-A logical stopping place was chosen by considering the error of representation (e 2 ) given by
i -l This is an estimate of the sum squared error between measured maps and maps represented by N terms. Calculations could be stopped when e 2 reached an accuracy that was considered sufficient. Since QRS and ST-T temporal waveforms are generally very different in appearance, it seemed likely that a better representation scheme might be obtained by representation of QRS and ST-T data along separate QRS-and ST-T-derived basis functions. This approach was evaluated by deriving separate QRS and ST-T basis functions and comparing the representations to those obtained by representing the entire QRST along a single set of basis functions. To accomplish this, each QRS and ST-T waveform was time normalized to 150 samples, using the endpoints chosen from the spatial rms voltage curves. Then QRS and ST-T bases were computed using the same methods described for QRST.
Each of the 12 coefficient waveforms from temporal representation of each map then was represented in terms of temporal basis functions as follows. In the case of the 300 dimensional QRST basis, {yqnjt}, each coefficient waveform, ai(k), was time normalized to 300 samples, a\, and then represented in terms of N qt basis functions: The rms errors are a measure of average pattern and voltage errors, whereas the peak errors are the worst single electrode voltage errors. In addition, a summary of the data compression was computed and printed for each map which included the above errors, frame by frame comparisons where the largest rms and peak errors occurred, frame by frame correlation, and a comparison of three individual scalar leads near V 2 , V3, and V 5 of the 12 lead ECG.
Results
Using 221 maps, a 300 x 300 covariance was calculated for time normalized QRST data and separate 150 X 150 covariances were calculated for time-normalized QRS and ST-T segments. The normalized eigenvectors obtained are plotted in Figure  1 in order of decreasing eigenvalue magnitude. As shown, as the eigenvector number increases, the complexity or high frequency components increase. This indicates that on the average the higher frequency information is of decreasing importance in representation of the data. The ST-T eigenvectors increase in complexity to number 6 and beyond that do not visually resemble ST-T data. Although the higher frequency content of ST-T eigenvectors 7 through 15 may appear related to 60 Hz noise, an exact relationship is not available, since all waveforms are time normalized. QRS and QRST eigenvectors appear to increase in complexity at about the same rate, but it is clear that the complexity of the ST-T portion of the QRST eigenvectors does not increase as rapidly as the ST-T eigenvectors. It was felt that, due to the dominating amplitudes of the QRS, the ST-T was being neglected when representing the entire waveform with one basis set. In Figure 2 represented separately. Therefore we chose to represent QRS and ST-T separately. A summary of estimation errors for QRS and ST-T was made for each map in the 221 map training set and the 34 map test set. The summaries included maximum rms and peak errors as well as correlation and precordial lead comparisons. Examples of representation error summaries for the same two maps as in paper I are shown in Figures 3 through 8 . The data in Figures 3, 4 , and 5 were from the normal subject. Errors observed were small, and worst case frame comparisons show excellent agreement between measured and represented map frames. The data in Figures 6, 7 , and 8 were an abnormal subject taken during an ectopic ventricular beat. The errors measured were quite large as far as the voltage measurements were concerned but the signal amplitudes were also very large. The location and shapes of the poles still appeared accurate and for these reasons we felt the representation was still sufficiently accurate. Comparison of the recorded and estimated precordial leads, V 2 , V 3 , and V 5 , provides some perspective of the magnitude of waveform variation in terms of routine clinical electrocardiograms.
It has been noted that the same map frames for both examples resulted in maximum rms errors for ST-T for both the spatial representations of paper I and the temporal representations. Since rms error as computed here is a measure of spatial pattern error, this may suggest that the worst pattern error was produced by the spatial representation for these frames. In general, those frames which showed larg- est rms and peak errors during QRS and largest peak errors during ST-T after spatial representation were different from those frames which produced largest errors after temporal representation. This suggests that the temporal representation does have an effect on the spatial as well as temporal properties of the reconstructed maps. Figure 9 Worst Case QRS Errors measured represented rms error 150lav error 550 tiv shows measured and represented map frames during the low level ST segment where percentage signal to error was low. Pattern information seems to have been retained. Figure 10 shows measured and represented map frames in the QRS from a subject which exhibited a very unusual multipolar pattern. Although this map was not part of the training set, the unusual patterns were retained by the representation. Representation of maps by these methods results in a certain amount of filtering or smoothing. Whereas we can not guarantee that no artifacts are introduced by this filtering, represented maps appeared spatially smoother than the measured maps and the temporal waveforms also appeared to be smoothed. It seems unlikely that this type of filtering would produce artifacts related to "ringing" sometimes observed in analog or digital filters or high order polynomial interpolation, since the K-L expansion provides a least squares representation. On the other hand, least squares solutions tend to fit the mean and underestimate the extremes. Random spatial noise which may have resulted from inaccurate electrode placement or bad electrodes, and temporal noise which may have been due to environment, sampling errors, and recording noise were reduced or smoothed by the method. An example of measured and represented frames is shown in Figure 11 , A and B. In part A, the electrode in row 6 of column 3 was bad and several other sites were very noisy. The representation scheme was unable to reconstruct the pattern produced by the bad electrode in part B of the figure; hence the artifact had been removed. Table 1 summarizes the errors incurred by both spatial and temporal representation of the QRS and ST-T map segments from the 34 map test set. Worst case voltage errors occurred during QRS when the potentials were greatest, but worst case errors in terms of percentage error to signal occurred during ST-T when the signal-to-noise ratio was lowest. The errors shown reasonably match those predicted from the error curves for spatial and temporal representation.
Discussion
Although body surface potential maps contain more clinically useful information than standard 12 lead electrocardiograms, the complexity of recording, processing, analyzing, and storing data has limited their widespread clinical use. The development of limited lead arrays from which total body surface maps can be reconstructed and the development of recording systems for recording simultaneously from all electrode sites represent major steps toward clinical practicality. The methods for data compression we reported in this and the preceding paper also represent steps toward developing a clinically practical method for body surface potential mapping. The spatial redundancy reduction achieved a data compression of 16:1. Based on the average QT interval of our map data of 370 msec, temporal compression of about 20:1 resulted thus giving an overall compression of 320:1. This degree of data compression has obvious advantages in terms of data storage and retrieval. As implemented to date, QRST maps of individual subjects are characterized by 216 numbers. The subject's complete QRST serial potential map is reconstructed from the 216 numbers unique to that patient, along with the two time normalization factors for QRS and ST-T, and the orthononnal basis functions which were derived from maps on 221 subjects. The reconstructed maps contain many of the details of map pattern features currently considered important by qualitative analysis of maps. In some cases the represented map is an improvement over the original map because errors due to misplaced electrodes and random noise are reduced by the representation.
To evaluate more critically the accuracy of map representation, the map frames were analyzed in terms of several representation errors. In general, the largest errors occurred when the potentials were highest (at the peak of the R or T wave). However, when the signal amplitude was considered, the errors incurred were small and general pattern was not affected.
Observation of map frames where the lowest signal to error ratio occurred and maps which exhibited the most unusual multipolar patterns seemed to document further the accuracy of this representation scheme.
Although 216 coefficients from individual maps seem adequate to reconstruct the QRST map without loss of features now considered diagnostically important, it is possible that some, as yet unrecognized, important features are lost by the data compression. To evaluate this further, additional maps, especially ones with unusual features, are needed for analysis. The orthononnal basis functions may be improved if maps from additional patients with a wider range of cardiac diseases indicate that the present basis set is unsatisfactory. If necessary, a higher degree of accuracy of representation could be achieved by using more basis functions to represent each map. In addition to the obvious advantages of data compression for storage and retrieval of map data, the method also has significant advantages for analysis and comparison of maps. The 216 coefficients that uniquely characterize each map are a magnitude of information that is manageable by pattern recognition techniques and may permit automated classification of maps as a screening process. Map data expressed as 216 coefficients can be handled for statistical analyses aimed at quantitating the diagnostic utility of maps. Such analyses would be impossible for the 100,000 numbers that characterize a typical QRST map prior to data compression. Since QRS and ST-T data are represented separately-that is, 144 of the 216 coefficients represent QRS and 72 represent ST-T-it will be possible to apply pattern recognition techniques or other statistical analyses independently to QRS and ST-T data. This may be desirable since cardiac diseases may affect QRS and ST-T differently. It is not possible at this time to comment on the diagnostic utih'ty of the 216 coefficients since no standards exist for evaluating the diagnostic ability of any of the current map interpretation methods. However, studies are in progress to evaluate the diagnostic performance of these 216 coefficients.
